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From: microcapmaven@aol.com

Subject: Re: CBS News covering new info on fake Obama birth certificate; Muslim 
unrest in UK
Date: December 17, 2016 at 9:45:20 PM PST

To: arnie@arnierosner.com

My version of the press conference:

Sheriff Joe takes final shot at Obama; claims “fraudulent” birth certificate 

image on White House web site

By George Miller- Sheriff Joe calls Obama’s 
proferred birth certificate a fraud: Says: It’s a 
fraudulent document Congress investigates 
undereinflated footballs but can’t be 
bothered with this I will turn this over to the 
federal government and Congress I hope that 
Congress will pass a law that Presidents will 

be vetted You may be asking […]
December 16, 2016

There were more articles and newscasts about the Arpaio 
press conference in the last 48 hours than there were in the 
last 4 years.

As far as  your comment:

The real criminals have been the members of Congress.  ....

But the real fools are the voters who put Congess and 
"President" in office. They can blame the distorted media, 
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illegal voters, but did they let it happen. Nope, not Congress 
or faux "President. It's the sheeple.

At least old Joe, Mike and team tried to DO something about 
it- the ONLY American official in the whole wussified country. 
Only  a few people stood up to this- a few brave plaintiffs, 
lawyers, bloggers,Tea Partiers and other supporters. 
EVERYONE else failed miserably.  EVERYONE else failed: 
media, all institutions, political parties, law 
enforcement, "pundits", etc.. 

Regards,
George Miller

Photos by Ellen Field
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Gary Wilmott - George Miller
.......

Terry Lakin
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-----Original Message-----
From: Arnie Rosner <arnie@arnierosner.com>
To: COPmagazine <COPmagazine@aol.com>
Sent: Sat, Dec 17, 2016 8:12 pm
Subject: Re: CBS News covering new info on fake Obama birth certificate; 
Muslim unrest in UK

Arnie Rosner is a self-admitted old man who knows nothing.  He also admits he 
has no credentials of any kind.  Well except maybe he can prove he is old. 
 Going on 80 in January.

And while I as Arnie, certainly admire Mr, Kouri’s work…I always look to get to 
what strikes me as the root of the issue.

Now with regard to Arpaio and Obama…mostly theater.  in my view obama has 
always been a fraud.  And nothing has changed with Arpaio’s evidence.  Any idiot 
or fool could prove it themselves.  So I even went to the trouble to prove for 
myself…being one of the bigger fools.
 

Layers…we have layers….and layers…Where none should exist!

obama has never been the president of the American people.  And based of the 
manner in which those who called themselves members of government, hell they 
too were as illegitimate as obama.  

The facts are that the American people have not had a legitimate and lawful 
government since about the 1860’s.  So everything they have done since 
then is null and void…regardless of what they say or claim.

But you know what…?  obama has just been a distraction.  The real criminals 
have been the members of Congress.  And it has always been the Congress.  

You see were it not for them, the obama fraud would not have been possible.  It it 
were not for the complicity of the members of the Congress there would not even 
be the impression that obamacare was legitimate.  It is not, and it has never 
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been.  Look at how we have been manipulated into thinking obamacare was 
legitimate...

17-DEC-16: A Response-Attention Mr. Barry… Dhimmitude – It’s on page 107 of 
the healthcare bill.

Attention Mr. Barry… Dhimmitude – It’s on page 107 of the 
healthcare bill.

And now to the matter of the demands of  Muslims…since when do the demands of foreign 
infiltrators who deliberately invaded America with the criminal intent to over-throw our way of life 
mean dilly squat?  And by what stretch of any reasonable person’s imagination requires 
Americans to acquiesce to such demands?  I say BULL!

Just because the Congress figured out how to force American to buy oil and related products 
from the Saudis, as an excuse to fund their terrorist activities…face it what else do the Saudis 
export but terrorism and oil products…so Congress could control the middle-east and wage war 
at a profit…?  Hey…don’t mind me…remember don’t pay me no mind…I am just old and dumb. 

People who are sincere in their desires to come to America to become Americans has always 
been a part of our way of life.  But somewhere along the way, it seems the Saudis promoted the 
idea to invade our country with the intent to over-throw our lawful government…and up to now, it 
looks like many Americans were coerced into accepting this plan out of permitting others to 
push their buttons over political correctness…now that is just plain stupid (OK granted...my 
opinion).

People coming to America, who assimilate, adapt our way of life, while retaining their customs if 
they so wish, seems fair to me.  But people who come to America with the idea to make America 
into from what they claimed to be escaping, are just blowing smoke up our kilts.  

That is where I draw the line.  How about you?  I say pack up their sorry butts and ship them 
back from where ever they came.  

arnie, just one of the people.
arnie@arnierosner.com
714-964-4056
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On Dec 17, 2016, at 7:05 PM, COPmagazine@aol.com wrote:
<jim_kouri_com_hdr.jpg><conservative-base.jpg>

CBS News and Sheriff Arpaio Release New Info on Fake 
Obama Birth Certificate – Conservative Base
https://conservativebase.com/cbs-news-and-sheriff-arpaio-release-new-
info-on-fake-obama-birth-certificate/

Cautionary lesson for US:  Muslims in London take to streets 

demanding a caliph – Conservative Base
https://conservativebase.com/cautionary-lesson-for-us-muslims-in-london-
take-to-streets-demanding-a-caliph/
 
Conservative Base's editor, Jim Kouri, CPP, is founder and CEO of Kouri Associates, a homeland 
security, public safety and political consulting firm. He's formerly Fifth Vice-President, now a Board 
Member of the National Association of Chiefs of Police, a columnist,  and a contributor to the nationally 
syndicated talk-radio program, the Chuck Wilder Show. He's the author of two books: "Crime Talk: 
Conversations with America's Top Law Enforcement Officers" and "Assume the Position: Police Science 
for Journalists and Screenwriters."

He's former chief of police at a New York City housing project in Washington Heights nicknamed "Crack 
City" by reporters covering the drug war in the 1980s. In addition, he served as director of public safety at 
St. Peter's University and director of security for several major organizations. He's also served on the 
National Drug Task Force and trained police and security officers throughout the country.

Kouri appears regularly as on-air commentator for over 100 TV and radio news and talk shows including 
Fox News Channel, Oprah, McLaughlin Report, CNN Headline News, MTV, etc.  He also serves as 
political advisor for Emmy and Golden Globe winning actor Michael Moriarty (Law & Order).. 

He holds a bachelor of science in Criminal Justice from Southwest University and SCI Technical School in 
New York City and completed training at the NYC Police Academy, FBI Continuing Education Program, 
and the Certified Protection Professional (CPP) of the American Society for Industrial Security.

To subscribe to Kouri's newsletter write to COPmagazine@aol.com and write "Subscription" on the 
subject line.

You are receiving this email from copmagazine@aol.com because you are listed 
as law enforcement, news media or interested party. Not interested? Unsubscribe 
to stop receiving these email alerts by replying and simply writing Unsubscribe on 
the subject line . You can also change your email address at anytime.
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